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Abstract

Forum Kemitraan Polisi Masyarakat (FKPM) is represent as the part of development program of Perpolisian Masyarakat (Polmas) which is in form of social organization as cooperation between Police with the society that operational the Polmas in its environment. Polmas is formed as one way by Police to alter the old paradigm of Police which tend to the arogan and militeristik paradigm become the trusted and supported full civil Police by society as partner in realizing peaceful and society orderliness and solve the social problem that happened.

Effektiveness is the way of seeing how an organization can reach the target which had been determined in the organization previously by using existing source and appliance optimally. Effectiveness measurement of organization can be done by paying attention with organizational productivity or output or result which have been reached from organizational applying, by organizational ability adapt with the change in and outside organizational and by no stress in existence organizational or conflict resistance among parts of organizational

Based on the research result, known that the implementation of FKPM at Kelurahan Sukajawa is not run well according to guidance of forming and operationalization Polmas, that is Skep/433/VII/2006. In performing basic tasks and function, good community police personnel or members should be guided by and observe FKPM Skep/433/VII/2006 as policy implementation and operationalization of the community police.
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